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ABSTPLACT 

Unlike the study of two-body scattering processes, analysis of multi- 
particle phenomena will. always involve a subjective element: the selection 
from a vast amount of primary data of some small subsample comprehen- 
sible to the human mind. Therefore diverse methods of viewing the primary 
data are of crucial importance. In pursuit of this goal we suggest li.ght-cone 
variables and rapidity as useful variables, and use of 3-dimensional models ’ 
for an.alyses of multibody events. We also discuss a possible analogue to 
statistical mechanics and the theory of liquids invented by Feynman and for- 
mally developed by Mueller whi.ch may be applicable to multiparticle 
phenomenology . 

In this talk I shall consider the question of multibody phenomena from a 
very global poi.nt of view. Consequently the material is “soft”; I will not 
write down formulae with whi.ch da.ta can be compared. In fact, after listen’ 
ing to the presentations of concrete ideas and hard facts here by people who 
have done a great deal of work, I feel a sense of chagrin in offering so Httle 
in this talk. Much of the inclusive-reaction data presented here wil.1 serve 
as an important cornerstone on which future work will build. 

Nevertheless, before getting too deeply into the business of searching 
for ways to understand multiparticle phenomena, I feel it is still important 
to keep clearly in mind the nature of the problem, which is quite different 
from that of two-body phenomena. For two-body processes, the primary 
data clcr/dt (s, t) can, i-n. principle at least,, be comprehended, i.e., placed 
on the pages of Physical Review. This is not true of primary data for multi- 
particle processes, which are a vast set of functions of many variables1 

P,(P~. . ‘~~1 = El. . . En do(n, s) 

d3pl . ..d3pn 
(1) 

Even were these pn measured, we just could not di.splay all the information 
in a way the human mind can comprehend. Of course, there m.ay come the 
day when Physical Review is no longer publi.shed as sheets of paper and is 
instead published on magnetic tape and read only by computers. Although 
that may lead to a rise in its circulation, I do not look forward to that day. 

In this conference we have seen many slides of multiparticle data, and 
what are they ? They are mappings of the primary data, Eq. (1)) into a 

----.._--. 
*Work supporl.ed by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

(American Physical Society Divisional Meetin 
Rochester, New York, August 30-Sept. 2, l&1.) 
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space of one dimension (or occasionally two): 

where S is the projection operator which produces the slide S(x). 

It is clear the first problem is not to fit the resultant function S(x) to a 
theory, but to be sure that we have chosen the projection operator 5 in the 
wisest possible way. 

Theorists with insight and wisdom do propose functions’s which reveal 
important and fundamental features of .multiparticle processes. These in- . 
elude the inclusive distribut,ion-functions, which are certain to play a cen- 
tral role in our understanding of these phenomena. But basically the main 
burden of choice still falls on the experimentalist, -for he has the primary 
contact with the facts. The experi.mentalist is the one who has the ears. 
He is the one who can listen to what the data is saying, provided he under- 
stands the language and there isn’t too much background noise. The theo- 
rist has only a mouth, and sometimes a mind. What then can the theorist 
do? First, he should invent some hearing-aids for the experimentalists. _ 
One of the most successful has been the Dalitz-plot. Another example is 
the Van Hove longitudinal phase-space plot. Another (invented by an cxper- 
imentalist, Al Drwin) is the building of 3-dimen.sional models of multibody 
events; I will suggest a variant of that later on. Another hearing-aid is the 
judicious choice of variables. Rapidity is a good example, again one I shall 
return to. The theori.st may also try to invent analogies with other mul.ti- 
body phenomena which are more familiar, albeit equally uncomputable, to 
provide i.nspirati.on and insights otherwise hard to obtain. 
this is the so-called Feynman gas,’ 

An example of 
which should be called Feynman liquid. 

I shal.1 also return to that. Finally there is no reason the theorist shouldn’t 
contmue in his traditional task of building models of the dynamics. But it 
seems to me that the virtues in making model calculations are largely lost 
when the theoretical multiparticle cross sections arc then mapped by the 
projection-operator 5 into the function S(x) in order that you and I can 
compare theory with the data. It would be better to see the full predict.ion 
of the theory directly compared with the data, without any such human ele- 
ment intervening. One can dream of a procedure in which there is first 
generated from the theory a large set of events which are then directly 
compared by the computer with the observed events. The goal would be to 
determine where in the multidimensional phase-space theory and experiment 
disagree most violently. The computer wou.ld then optimize the choice of a 
projection-operator S whose purpose would be to most dramatically display 
to LIS limited humans the nature of the disagreement. In this way we mi.ght 
discover useful. projection-operat.ors S as well as the necessary revisions 
of our theoreti.cal ideas. While this dream is probably unreal.istic, some- 
thing much better than the present one-dimensional projections should be 
possib1.e. 

With iiils genera,1 prologue to set the tone, it is time to get down to 
spm nnifics. They wil.1 be: (1.) A choice of variables, (2) A way of looking at 
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multibody events, and (3) an analogy with ordinary many-bod 7 
’ presentation is based mainly on work of Feynman, 2 Wilson, 25 

systems. The 
and Mueller. 3 

We shall first discuss light-cone variables and a variant of the now-famil.iar 
rapidity variable, along with a su,, co-estion of how to build 3-dimensional 
models of individual. multibody events. 4 Then we shall go on to discuss the, 
concepts of short-range correlati.on and short-range mobility and the anal- 
ogy between multiparticle populations in momentum spxc and populations of 
ordinary atoms in configuration space. This is the Feynman liquid, 2 and it 
suggests a variety of ways of looking at multibody phenom.ena. In this con- 
nection we shall discuss a formalism for inclusive distribution functions 
developed by Mueller -3 which points toward a thermodynamics of hadron 
phenomena. 

. 
I. LIGHT-CONE VARIABLES AND RAPIDITY 

The trajectory of a high energy particle lies very near the light-cone, 
and it is natural to consider a rotation of coordinates to the light-cone. 
This idea occurred to Dirac long ago and has been found convenient many 
times in the interim for many theoretical reasons (Table I). But there may 

u-N--- 

Table I Some theoretical uses of light-cone variables5 

P.A.M. Dirac 

S. Fubini 

V . Sudakov 

V . Gr ibov and A. Migdal 

H. Leutwyler 
J. Jersak and J. Stern 

L. Susskind 
K. Bardacki and M . Halpern 1 

H. Cheng and T. T. Wu 
S. Chang and S. Ma 
J. Kogut and D . Soper 
F. Rohrlich i 

R . Brandt 
J. Cornwall and R. Jackiw 
D. Gross and S. Treiman 

Classma equations of motion 

Multiperipheral-model calculations 

Calculation of Feynman diagrams 

“Reggeon calculus” ; properties 
of Pomeranchuk poles and cuts 

Deriva.tion of Adler sum rule 

Representations of local algebra 
of charge densities at infinite 
momentum 

Quantum electrodynamics at high 
energies 

Light-cone current algebra 

be a few practical reasons as well6 for using them. In momentum space, 
write 



These rota-ted coordinates have nice properties: 

1. Under longitudinal boosts 

w 
rl-+v H + He-&’ Pl--+ Pl (4) 

2. Covariant calculations can still be used. The metric tensor is off- 
diagonal; if 

Pp = 0% P,, P Y ) 3 q 

then 
. 

# = (17, -P,, -py, H-) Pp$c =M2 (5) 

3. There is an analogy to a nonrelativistic system in two dimensions: 

Pl * 2-dimensional momentum 

E-1 - energy 

rl 4-w mass 
(6) . 

2 
%- 9-)- -constant potenti.al energy 
217 

4. The analogy goes deeper; Lorentz-invariance alone implies 
Galilean invariance in these variabl.es; i. e. , invariance under the infinitesi- 
mal transformation 

H-+H-I-p 1 ’ i2.x C”. 
Aside from being a possible source of theoretical ideas based on analogy 
with 2-dimensional nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, there are some 
minor kinematical advantages. For cxa.mple the invariant mass of a parti- 
cle pair with coordinates (HI,pl, ?I) and (H2,p2, 72) is, from the analogy c- 

H = P2+M2 --= 
2r) 

-.v 
Xnetic ‘potential reduced relative 

energy of energy” “mass” velocity 
center-of- 

mass motion internal kinetic energy 
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For pions, the “potential energy” can LLSL~L~~~ be neglected, and the mass of 
the pair M is 

Just multiply pl by the scale factor /TX, divide p by the same factor, 
and take the vi%tor difference. 2 

5. The phase-space element is, without approximation 

d3p - zz d2pl T = d2p 
E 1 

d& 

We take - 

R = logq q in GeV 

.It is closely related to conventional rapidity7 

=R- i log (pf+m”) 

(10) 

(11) 

. and has the same virtlle of undergoing a simple displacement under longitu- 
dinal boosts 

R--‘R-i-w (13) 

The phase-space volume available to secondary particles is shown in Fig. 1. 

I I 
24 

I I I 
4 

----- SLAC 

20 -- NAL (40- - “’ 0 Gev, 

t 
- CERN ISR 
. ..-a.... rFRhl ACS 

16 
t 

V-r-8” -vu 
--- IHEP 

t 

Fig. 1. Phase--space volume 
provided by various acceler- 
ator s . 

6oi 0.1 I IO 100 1000 
77 (GeV) 1976Al 
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6. R is possibly convenient in. that only p1 b and p determines R, 
while computation of y involves mt; this may m <e the fast r-!-/I@ problems, -a? 
slightly easier. 

7. Particle distributions are reasonably uniform in R; there is no 
crowding. 

8. Conservation laws at high energy become 

CHi = M (contributed mainly by target fragments) 
i 

(14) 

C9i = ?lillc (contributed mainly by projectile fragments) 
i 

The target and projectile kinemati.cs are largely decoupled. 

These last comments are very minor considerations. Perhaps the most 
major consideration of all this is to think of longitudinal momentum in 
multiplicative terms. 
.octave. 8 

The naturalunit i.s the decibel, or possible the 

II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MODELS .- 

. 

Erwin4 tried to visualize multiprong events by making models of them 
out of pipe-cleaners jabbed i.nto little balls. I think he has abandoned that. 
But the light-cone variables suggest a variation of his model which I think is 
an improvement . 

The idea, of course, is that our human powers of visualization and 
pattern-recognj.tion in three dimensions are very good. So maybe we can 
discern regulariti.es which might otherwise be missed, and by this subjective 
method be led to ask (not an.swer) objective questions. Such questions could 
lead to invention of other projection-operators S to reveal the content of the 
data. 

I first tried to make the models out of drinking straws with toothpicks 
jabbed into them (toothpick length = pl ; position of the jab = rapidity). But 
it seems to be better to make a two &nensj.onal picture of such a model 
(see Fi.gs. 2-4). Just lay out. an q-axis wi-th a slide rule on a linear grid 
(for pI ), and put a vector pI with base at its 77 for each secondary particle. 
Be s%?e to color protons gFGen. 

A bonus is that because of the Galilean invariance, masses of pairs of 
pions can be simply estimated graphic&y, using Eel. (9), and read off the 
picture. Jkst 

a. Measure half the AR with a slide rule. 
factor 4s in Eq. (9). 

That gives the scale 

b. Scale up the lesser vector p2 (with smallest Y-I). 
c--- 
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Fig. 2. rp 3 pop -i 7?-7f-p (Ey=18 GeV) 

1974A2 

Fig. 3. ‘yp-+ (377’+)(3n-)p (Er== 1.8 GeV) 

lr+ 

z 

0.5 

lr+ 
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PY 

IL4 

R 

PX 

1976A3 

Fig. 4. yp -+ (3~~‘)(35r-)p (ET= 14.2 GeV) 

1976~4 
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c. Scale down the greater vector pl . 
.I_*- 

d. Take the vector difference and m.easure. That’s the mass. 

Without much effort, John Kogut, Dave Sopor and I make about 100 such pic- 
tures of “1~8 reaction yp --+ (37+)(37f-)p supplied by the SLAC streamer cham- 
ber group. While I know I’m wiser for the experience, I cannot express why. 

III. CORRELATIONS, MOBILITY, AND FEYNMAN’S LIQUID 

The problem of understanding the functions pn(pl. . . p,) is the problem 
of studying populations of phase-points in the momentum-spa.ce. A crucial 
issue is the nature of the correla.tions; if a secondary particle is known to be 
at (p,, rll), how does that influence the probability of finding another at 
(p27r12) ? The presently popular l1ypothesi.s of short-range correlation is 
s’iiggested by Mueller’s worklo and by the notion that resonant two-body inter- 
actions are most prominent in the low ellergy regicul and may be the domi- 
nant mechanism of providing correlation. Duality would imply non-Pomeron 
t-channel exchanges p1a.y the same role as well; emphasizing low sub- 
energies. 

When the Ay or AR between two phase-points is small, the invari.ant 
mass or subenergy of the pair is generally small because of the observed - 
bounded < pI> . For pions one can estimate that i,f Ay 5 2 it is very probable 
that thi.s subenergy lies below 1 GeV; Ay=2 may be a good measure of cor- 
relation length (provided the concept is right). Notice also that Ay=2.303 
i.s 10 db, or an order of magnitude in the ratios of 7’s. To get one more 
correlation-length of longitudi.nal phase-space we need to increase the beam 
energy about 1 order of magnitude. 

-l/2 
An.othe way of estimating this number 

is from the Regge estimate N s N e- lf2 AY. The short-range order 
idea can also be ex-pressed in terms of diagrams (dispersion, Feynman., 
fishnet or whatever). In most diagrams (excluding Pomeron exchange), if 
lines are close together they have low subenergy; if they are far away (many 
vertices in between) they have large subenergy. If very many diagrams are 
contributing, the information that a particle was emitted at some di.stant 
poi.nt gets lost in all the confusion in between. Thus when the separation Ay 
is large compared to 2 (or 10 db), there are so many paths composed of suc- 
cessions of low energy interactions that ylnnect them it is reasonable to 
assume any correlations get washed out. 

Withjn a correlation-length, there are mechanisms for easily moving 
the phase-points around. For esample, a low energy scattering of two pions 
originally at 45O in their center-of-mass to 135O (Fig. 5) implies a change 
in their y or R of M 2 units. Likewise decay pions from p’s of a given mo- 
mentum spread over two units of R or y. The isotropic decay of a “fi.rebal.1” 
in.to pions of a few hundred McV produces a~ approximately Gaussian. distri- 
bution12 of ~10 6~ or 2.2 units of y. We can call all this short-range ’ 
mobility. 

Th.e idea of short-range correlation nl.rendy leads to the hypothesis of 
lim itiix f~ragmentation and the cxistenc e of i:hc central plateau in rapidity 
spac(-,,i3 Far from the boundaries of rapiclitj T sp~c the particle density 
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Ay = log 
t+cos -r/4 
I-cos T+i -2 

Fig. 5. Example of short- 
range mobility in rapidity: 
low energy 71’7r rescattering. 

1976A5 

should become constant; near the boundary of phase-space the density should 
depend only on the distance to the boundary. Indeed the picture looks quite 
anal.ogous to that of a liquid or gas in ordinary configuration space, an anal- 
ogy which can be precisely formulated. 

The existence of short-range mobility leads to the conclusion that 
‘rapidity-distributions for pions should be smooth within the 10 db correla- 
tion length, except possibly near phase-space boundaries. This should be _ 
true even if the hypothesis of short-range correlation is not exact. 

IV. MUELLER’S OTHER l?APER3 
. 

Mueller .precisely defines a hypothesis of short-range correlation. He 
stark with the general inclusive distribution functions and proposes t,hey 
have the property they factorize 

when the group (yl,. . .yjt is far away (much farther than the correl.ation 
length) from the group Iyj-tl, . . .ym[ in rapidity-space. This leads to 
cluster-decomposition p~opertics famili.ar from the theory of many-body 
systemsl4: 

dc 
- = cJ-tot f(Yl) 
dyl 

dcJ 
--- = qot djrpy 2 f(Y$ - f(Yl’ Y,) 1 

f&1) f&J f(Y3) -t- f(+ Y,) fly31 -t perin.. ’ 
dc 

dyldyZdy3 = ?ot 
-t- f(Yl’Y.2’Y,) 



The cluster functions f(yl, . . . ynl) have the property that they vanish rap’idly 
if zzz two phase-points yi and yj are separated by a distance large compared 
to the correlation length. 

This looks very similar to statistical mechanics, with y-11~ space re- 
placing orcl.inary configuration space (not momentum space). -L&d it i-s; 
when traced through, ~(n, log s) plays the role of Partition function in the 
canonical ensemble. It is an integral over hase-space of the square of a 
matrix element, which plays the role of e- &I . As usual it is better to con- 
sider the grand canonical ensemble and define the grand partition function15 

Q(z, 17 = c zn o-(11, I’-) (17) 
n 

where Y = log s plays the role of volume ‘and z is the fugacity (logarithm of 
the chemical potential). Evidently - 

Q(l,Y) = utot dQ I s do- 
dz- z=l = <nmtOt = dyl dyl 

I 

I = <n(n-1)) o-tot = dy dy --!k- 
z=l s 1 .2 dyldy2 

192Q 
c9z2 

etc. (19 
Thus it is clear from (16) that Q can be determined from the cluster func- 
tions f. Doing the calculation gives 

log Q (z, Y) = log o-bt + (Z-1) 
s dylf(yl) -~~;$/-&ldy2f(Yli y,> a - . . 

z W(z) -1- Up(z) ilg) 
because all the integrals over cluster functions should individual1.y have this 
structure. So there could verywellbeIGa thermodynamic limit: 

and an equation of state, obtained by eliminating z in favor of den&y p via 

P(Z) = lim 2 -& + 10~: Q 
S--+W 

Notice that if o-tot - const or (log s,‘~; then at z=l 

p=o p= <p> (z=l) 

(21) 

(22) 
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We now can compute equations of state for Popular models (see Figs. 6-g). 

1976A6 

Fig. 6. (a) Equation of state for “muItiperiphera1” (Chew-Rgnotti) cross 
see tions : 

u(n,Y) = (gY)n/n! P = P-g = P-<P> 

(1~) Singl.e-particle distribution_ in that m.odcl.. 

dN 
dy 

(b) 

1976A7 

Fig. 7. (a) Equation of state for “multiperipheral’ plus cliffraction- 
dissociation: 

o-&Y) = (gY)n/n! -+ f(n) 

In the pure: diffraction-dissociation phase, p=O; p=O, corresponding to the 
liquid sticking to the walls; the Particle distribution in that case is shown 
in (b). 
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U 

-4 

Fig. 8. Two-trajectory multiperipheral 
model: 

U-(n,Y) = (plYjn e 
-Ply 

/n! 

Q-1 

9 ( 1 (p2Jf c 
-PC-p 

/I~! 

0 
1976A8 

. 

Fj.g. 9. (a) C!xn there be bubbles in the 
liquid? (b) Or droplets? This is mul- 
tiple-Pomekon exchange. 

1976A9 

I h.ave my dou.bts about the useful.ness of such equations of state, at 
least at present energies and multiplicities and the present level of under- 
standing. Indeed the whole idea of short-range correlation, limiting distri- 
butions, central plateaus, etc. may be utterly wrong. But even if that is the 
case, the additional long-range correlations (which go as powers of rapidity 
instead of exponentials, and are, at least, related to Pomeron cuts, elastic 
scattering, and diffraction-dissociat.ion) might be treated by analogy to 
effects of long-range forces in liquids (e.g., electrostatic or gravitational). 

Therefore we can perhaps use the picture at least for intuition to start 
us in thinking up new questions to ask the dat,a, and to invent new projection 
operators S . It may also be a compact way to codify the information con- 
tained in the energy dependence of channel and topological. cross sections. 
‘So what is this liquid like? Is it like water? A superfluid? Crude oil? 
Tar? Or something like rubber? What happens when we compress the sys- 
tem (decrease t.he energy s) at fixed particle number? Is it possible to make 
a crystalline solid? ? Th.at souncls utterly ridiculous and probably is. But 
it l.oolts s1.ightl.y better when one consider s the example shown in Fig. 10. 
For each 7r in the configuration, there are seven other.n’s, all approxi.mately 
resonating in the p, E mass region Z 7501 100 McV. It is a super-overl.ap 
of resonance-bands in a multidimensional Dalitz plot. I hesitate in even 
menti.oning this because i.t is so unlikely. I have done so because even were 
someone to bother to have a l.ook (and no doubt not find anything) he would 
have the chance of stumbling across something else iLeresting al.ong the 
way. After all multibody physics will always be an expl.oratory venture. 
Like any good exploration, it should be entered into with a spirit of a.dven- 
tiirc, t:“mpcrc~‘cZ by the di scjplline t?.le scientific method imposes. All we can 
do i:; hop3 that lxii-ure rewards our efforts. 
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Fig. 10. Model of a possible crystalli.ne configuration. Each 71’ resonates, 
or nearly so, with seven neighbors. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
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